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Keynote
After centuries of mystery, the mythical Magical Unicorn Society has published
its official handbook. 

Description
After centuries of mystery, the mythical Magical Unicorn Society has published
its official handbook. 

These learned lovers of unicorns have created a treasure chest of unicorn lore – the facts,
the fiction, the where, why and what of these elusive beasts. This is the ultimate gift for
anyone who truly believes. 

Discover where unicorns really live around the world, learn how to find them, what they
eat, how to tempt them, train them, even ride them. There’s information about how to
look after them, what powers they have, their legendary stories and much more. With
breathtaking artwork from Helen Dardik and Harry and Zanna Goldshawk (Papio Press),
and stunning design and production, this special book gallops through a history of these
horned horses and looks at their magical future.

Sales Points
The world of unicorns is popular and trendy
Perfect gift for unicorn lovers and for anyone that truly believes
Breathtaking artwork from Helen Dardik (240K Instagram followers) and Harry and
Zanna Goldhawk of Papio Press (www.papiopress.co.uk). Papio Press have illustrated
upcoming titles for the Natural History Museum, and Zanna Goldhawk illustrated A
Poem for Every Night of the Year and A Poem for Every Day of the Year (Macmillan
Children’s Books).
Beautiful production values and bronze foil cover finish
Crossover appeal

Author Biography
Selwyn E. Phipps (Author) 
Selwyn E. Phipps is the President of the Magical Unicorn Society. After years travelling the
world in search of rare and beautiful unicorns, now he is sharing what he’s learnt about
these magical creatures. He’s based in London, the centre of unicorn lore and learning.

Zanna and Harry Goldhawk (Illustrators) 
Zanna and Harry Goldhawk are a husband and wife illustrating team working from their
seaside cottage in Cornwall. They take huge inspiration from colour and nature, and split
their time between illustrating beautiful books, and designing gorgeous products for their
business Papio Press.

Helen Dardik (Illustrator) 
Helen Dardik is a professional illustrator and a surface pattern designer based in Canada.
Vibrant, folksy, playful toomuchery is a perfect way to describe her style. Born by the
Black Sea, Helen lived in Siberia for a time and then moved to Israel, where she studied
art and design. In the early nineties she relocated to Canada, where she got a graphic
design degree and found work as a designer and illustrator.

Jonny Leighton (Contributor) 
Jonny Leighton is a writer and editor based in London. He has written middle grade fiction
and chapter books for Macmillan US (Disaster Diaries) and Sourcebooks US (Dino Riders),
as well as developing fiction series for the UK, US and European markets. He likes writing
about brave heroes in imaginative worlds, and reading about them, too.
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